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Welcome and a recap
A reminder of Hydrogen East’s ambitions:

Founding members:

• Our purpose is to raise awareness of existing and
potential H₂ opportunities across East Anglia, to
promote the technology and to support local
supply chains and markets
• Leveraging on the region’s abundant energy assets,
infrastructure and supply chain
• Stimulating demand and pulling through supply

• Not for profit company carrying out research and
working in partnership with regional stakeholders,
we will identify a viable, implementable route-map
• Closing the Net Zero gap: hydrogen complements
electrification and essential for decarbonising the
“hard to reach” and transport economies

Early projects likely to be supported by:

We are different because…
• Other workstreams elsewhere in GB looking primarily at
proving technological capability through industrial clusters
• We will take a bottom-up approach across the region
• Mapping and research
• Identifying solutions that suit specific locations and bring the maximum
local benefit
• Credible regional use cases, building demand to pull-through supply.
Little industry but agriculture, heavy transport, food processing, rail,
shipping etc.

• We will simultaneously take a place-based and whole-system
view to ensure that we provide locally-tailored solutions that
exist symbiotically in the wider energy landscape

• Norfolk and Suffolk focus starting that could then be
expanded and replicated based on results

• Essex and Cambridgeshire and possibly Lincolnshire could comprise
later phases of work

• Over-arching aim to develop role of hydrogen across sectors in
delivering East Anglia as the UK’s Clean Energy Region

A busy three months so far
• We launched in late July, and have had a
lot of interest and positive feedback
• We have developed our ideas these into
priority focuses and workstreams

• Results of this work are set out at a high
level in our Framework Paper, available
from the website
• We have also engaged widely on public
“platforms” and built a growing social
media presence
• Two full time analysts
• Over forty stakeholder meetings

• @HydrogenEast and www.hydrogeneast.uk

Our active projects
Project flow – Phase 1 - Scoping

• Concept launch today!

Bacton/SNS2.0 Hub
November
2020

Stage 1
– Mapping

Clean Transport Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Sizewell-Leiston Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

December
2021

Transport Hub Phase 1

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Combined recommendations and indicative pathway

• Official commencement of
scoping work in early 2021

• 6-month project timespan
• Interim update in May 2021
• Final report in July 2021

• Phase 1 covers detailed
mapping work, provisional
project options and
analysis of how the
transport piece interplays
with our other workstreams

We need your help
Data - objectives
• Are we looking in the right places?
• Where are the gaps in the background
data and how should they be filled?

• Have we correctly identified touch
points with other on-going
workstreams?
• Are there any external data sources that
collaborators would be able to share
with us?

Stakeholders - objectives
• Have we identified the correct
stakeholders?
• Are stakeholders broadly in agreement
on the scope of the project?
• What outputs would stakeholders like to
see and how do they link to externally
driven dates and milestones?

• Project governance arrangements
• Who are the appropriate funders of this
workstream and who wants to be
involved?

Hydrogen East

Charlotte Farmer
charlotte.farmer@hydrogeneast.uk
07748 646885

mail@hydrogeneast.uk
@HydrogenEast

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub
• The New Anglia Clean Transport Hub is our
first workstream that is looking at building the
regional case for the use of, and demand for,
hydrogen (and other low-carbon fuels)

Bacton
SNS2.0 Hub

• The other two workstreams will repurpose
and supplement energy assets to produce
hydrogen
• But if we are to build a regional hydrogen
economy, we must take a whole system
view and stimulate a stable demand base as
well as build supply opportunities
• The transport sector is an ideal target for
building hydrogen demand
• Varied solutions mean tailored local solutions
can be found using a place-based approach
• It creates the highest share of UK carbon
emissions and comparatively little progress
has been made to date

Onshore
applications

Transport

SizewellLeiston Hub

(Future)
export
opportunities

Juggling transport variables
Transport is different things to
different people at different times
Each journey can involve
multiple transport types

Transport can
simultaneously be used for
work/leisure/health/freight

Journeys can be circular or
linear…

Are current trends due to
consumer preference or lack
of alternatives?

… just as they can be regular
or one-off

Need to
encourage/facilitate active
travel opportunities

How and when will policy
decisions impact
consumers?

Key metrics (1)
Average trip length by transport type (miles)
East of England
Car / van driver
8.6
Car / van passenger
10.1
Other local bus
6.8
Non-local bus
66.7
Surface Rail
38
Taxi / minicab
8.7
Other public transport
3.9
All (excl. walks <1 mile)
9.8

Road infrastructure in Norfolk and Suffolk compared to GB totals

England
8.3
8.8
5.2
93.9
31.6
5.3
13.3
8.5

Region

Motorway

‘A’ roads

Minor
roads

Total
roads

Cumulative
distance (miles)

Norfolk

0.0

597.0

5,611.6

6,208.6

Suffolk

0.0

446.7

3,895.0

4,341.7

Proportion of
national road
infrastructure

Norfolk

0.0%

2.0%

2.6%

2.5%

Suffolk

0.0%

1.5%

1.8%

1.8%

Source: DfT, 2019

Source: DfT, 2018/19

- Longer average trip lengths

What do these
stats
tell
us?
- Above
average
per capita
- Greater dependency on core
‘A’ roads
usage of private transport

Licensed vehicles by body type (per 000,000s capita)
Region/
Local Authority

Cars

Motorcycles

LGVs

HGVs

Bus/
coach

Other

Total

Norfolk

536,891

29,781

75,493

8,435

2,088

23,231

675,919

Suffolk

556,333

28,620

78,839

12,497

1,814

19,560

697,661

East of England

548,754

22,882

69,610

8,162

1,921

13,271

664,601

National Average

482,864

18,931

62,436

7,594

2,301

11,620

585,745

Source: DfT, 2019

Key metrics (2)
Regional emissions by sector (kt CO₂)
Transport
emissions

Total
emissions

Transport
(%)

Norfolk & Suffolk

3535

9306

38.0%

East of England

14305

32446

44.1%

UK

126801

344824

36.8%

Source: BEIS, 2018

CO₂ emissions by transport type in the UK
Cars and taxis
Heavy goods vehicles
Light vans

- Nationally, cars, vans, and HGVs are the biggest
emitters of CO₂
- Given the above average per capita usage of
these vehicles in Norfolk and Suffolk, there are
significant emissions savings to target
- Assuming that EVs will predominate at the
lighter end of the market, this immediately flags
HGVs as a primary concern

Domestic shipping

- Opportunities to decarbonise domestic
shipping, buses and rail also need to be
explored

Buses and coaches
Rail
Other
Domestic aviation
Motorcycles & mopeds

Other road transport emissions

Source: DfT, 2017

Initial fact-finding (1)
Cars and vans
• EVs likely to
predominate
• Biomethane and
hydrogen would suit
some vehicles
travelling longer
distances
• Two models
currently available in
the UK from
Toyota and Hyundai
• Need to evaluate
relative costs

HGVs
• High concentration
at ports e.g.
Felixstowe
• Ideal for biomethane
adoption in nearterm

Buses

Municipal

• Hydrogen buses are
most
technologically
mature

• Varied vehicles in
municipal fleets
including gritters,
bin lorries etc.

• Suit long-distance
journeys

• Mixture of
ownership, leasing
and third-party
service provision

• Convenience of fast
refuelling is
essential

• Ideal opportunity to
reduce inner-city air
pollution

• Need to consider
both back-to-base
refuelling and crosscountry

• Major demonstrator
examples from
around the UK
which we could
emulate

• Activity spread
across multiple local
authority
stakeholders
• Funding of council
initiatives elsewhere

Agricultural
• Large agricultural
sector in Norfolk and
Suffolk
• Opportunities for
new vehicles and
retrofitted dual-fuel
• Fuel delivery
aspects need to be
carefully considered
• Explore
opportunities for onsite production of
biomethane or
hydrogen

Initial fact-finding (2)
Rail
•

Network Rail view for track conversion

Rail network sees heavy usage, primarily the routes between East Anglia and London
•

In 2018-19, just under 194mn passenger journeys took place between the East of England
and other regions (or within the region itself)

•

Local geography and infrastructure mean the Norfolk and Suffolk branch lines aren’t
necessarily suitable for electrification

•

Middle-distance trains moving at under 100mph ideal for conversion to hydrogen

•

Traction Decarbonisation Network Strategy by Network Rail flags Norfolk and Suffolk
Coast line as prime for hydrogen

Ports and shipping
•

As flagged in FES 2020 - major opportunities to decarbonise shipping through
hydrogen-based fuels (e.g. ammonia)

•

Confluence of road, rail and shipping at the ports. For example at Felixstowe:
•
•

The 2019 cargo stats show that over 246,000 road goods vehicles passed through the port
(inbound and outbound)
72 trains service the port daily and up to 29% of its UK domestic throughput goes via rail

•

Good opportunities for development of storage and refuelling on port-owned land

•

Clean growth initiatives might support Freeport status bids

(blue = hydrogen,
green/pink =
multiple options
could apply but
electrification
preferred)

Six principal ports in East Anglia

We shape a better world

Assimilating
Hydrogen into
Transport
Hydrogen East
Maarten.wessels@arup.com | 27th October 2020

Increasing momentum to chip away at 35% of total carbon emissions

>> If governmental push + market pull team up like announced,
and renewable energy costs keeps dropping…

Share of vehicles

Government (potential) push:
• Net Zero legislation
• OLEV grants
• BSOG grants
• OFGEM pilot projects
• DFT Decarbonisation Transportation Plan
• Government’s cross-departmental hydrogen
strategy planned for Spring ’21
• Local government pilots

1807

Market pull:
• Main bus and HGV OEMs’ statement over the last year on
focussing innovation and product development towards
FC tech and letting hydrocarbon phase out.
• Large scale electrolysers
• Reducing price of renewable energy

2017

2020

2025

2030

Large range of
studies + initial
sizeable
government
funding start to
appear

UK and EU
governments
declare for
hydrogen
economy leading
to OEMs en masse
declare for FCEV

Maturing and
scaling industry,
reducing price of
green energy,
government
backing lead to
FCEV favoured
tipping point

Hydrogen
infrastructure and
vehicles widely
available

Maintain momentum by breaking through the “chicken and the egg” stalemate
Large uptake by transport operators /
vehicle owners
requires support to close the business
case gaps mostly found in TCO >
cost/risk of fuel and related infra
(note: vehicle capex not in direct sphere
of influence, or of interest at all, if fuel
cost drop significantly)

H2
OEMs to invest in scaling,
efficiency and technological
advancements, creating
supply and reducing capex
and opex

Public-private collaboration on well-towheel fuelling infra:
“If you build it, they will come”

Operating FCEVs is mostly same-same, but fuelling infra to be built bottom-up
Characteristic

ICE heavy duty vehicle

FCE heavy duty vehicle, 2020

FCE heavy duty vehicle, 2030

Health & Safety

Well-understood and
manageable

Same, but better for health

Same, but better for health

Range

400-600km

400-600km (can be higher)

> 600km

Fuelling

5-10mins

5-10mins

5-10mins

Payload

Well understood

Similar mass-compounding

Similar mass-compounding

Driving and operations

Well understood

Similar, with some training

Similar / new normal?

Maintenance

Predictable and quick,
pennies/km

Predictable and quick,
pennies/km

Predictable and quick,
pennies/km

Vehicle cost

=

++

=

Well-to-wheel fuelling
infrastructure

Widely available at relatively
low cost

Not available, scale is key for
affordability

At current pace: ???

TCO

=

+(+) , dependant on fuelling
infrastructure

=/+ ?? dependant on fuelling
infrastructure

Local collaboration in place based solutions; establishing the value chain together

Tweak fuel infra within local contextual and operational fit and related TCO
Arup experience:
• London
• Liverpool City Region
• South Yorkshire
• Scotland
• Wales
• Northern Ireland/ Translink
• Netherlands
• Australia
• New Zealand

>> Integrating the well-to-wheel value chain requires some
thought and evaluation…
Evaluation criteria are
heavily locally dependant
• (Renewable) energy price
• H2 transport, storage and
refuelling station costs
• Externalities
• Available space
• Safety, regulatory and
planning fit
• Operational fit
• Fuel supply contract options
• Growth potential
• Additional fleets and/or
modalities to be connected
• Additional usage (industry,
horticulture, .. ?)
• Potential for future
competition?

- £0.5m to£1m for civils
- £2-2.5m for stand-alone HRS
- £4-6m for HRS adjacent electrolyser (cost
heavily dependent on scale)
Cost benefits from combined facility?

Nearest viable source? Or
energy from the grid?

H2

Scale vs regulatory/planning
allowances, but also transport
and storage cost?

H2

H2

H2

H2

What are the realistic and economic
transport options given scale, distance
and terrain?

H2

H2

H2

Operational and contextual fit?
Transport and storage cost?

Possible evolution, so plan ahead: Location, location, location!
Return-to-base

Corridors

Full network

Interconnecting Return-tobase fleet solutions?

Integrated / neighbouring
transport hubs, rather then
individual operators/fleet owners?

= HRS
= Initial roll out
= Commercial roll out

Ports are “natural” H2 hubs

> 2021
Buses, coaches

Material Handling
Municipal service, waste
Construction, agricultural
HGVs
LGVs
Taxis
Rail
Ferries
Cargo vessels, off-shore construction support

2025

> 2030

A swiftly maturing market for vehicles, with NW-EU and Scotland in the lead

3 OEMs in UK, 9 in EU

Min. 5 OEMs

5-7 OEMs in Europe

All OEMs scaling up

4 OEMs, with Alstom
in lead

4 OEMs with active
pilot

2021 = £350k for 12m
single and £400k for
11m double for larger
orders (c. 50% above
diesel price)

Lower proven TCO

+60-100% for FCEV
+25% for H2 combust.

+60-100% for FCEV
+25% for H2 combust.

Unclear

Opex depends H2 on
supply

Opex depends H2 on
supply

+ on Capex per train
= / - on Opex
- Compared to
catenary deployment
on rural routes

>11M km driven in
Europe
>100 FCEBs in
operation

>15k forklifts in
operations globally.
Ground handling
equipment in place at
3 airports

First waste collection/
sweepers in use in
NL/GE/BE/FR/
Aberdeen

Switzerland Hyundai
trials, Nicola

Alstom Coradia iLint
operational in GE, NL,
testing in Austria

H2 combustion tug in
operation at Port of
Antwerp

London, Aberdeen
have buses in ops.
LCR, Wales, Sheffield,
NI developing plans.

Forklifts in use, no
other testing

Alstom Coradia iLint
and Breeze being
tested

HyDIME: Orkney
testing world’s first H2
ferry

Aberdeen and
Glasgow: waste,
gritters, sweepers

---

Vehicles

Conditioning

Conclusion, the time is now if we are to maintain momentum
Government push

Improving, funding and de-risking to close local business cases to be
further established > will positively impact TCO

Market pull

Scaling up as result of gov. push, but lead times and cost still a bit
long/high > will positively impact TCO

Cost of renewables

Will likely continue to decrease, reducing base cost of H2

Contextual fit (health and safety,
compliance, skills and expertise, planning)

Testing of rail and maritime application pending

Operational fit (range, payload, refuelling
times, RAMS)

Easy to integrate and organise

Fuelling infrastructure (electrolyser >
storage/transport > HRS)

To be built bottom-up. Main challenge to tackle though local
public/private networks > will positively impact TCO

TCO

Vehicle, green H2 production and refuelling infra cost still need to further
drop (government push > TCO < market pull)

Buses

Already out there under competition

Material handling, municipal vehicles

Already out there under competition

Agricultural / construction

OEMs scaling up, but similar pattern to bus/municipal

Rail

Testing and commissioning, plus no competition

HGVs

Not (yet!) commercially viable or produced at scale, but allows for pilots

Hydrogen East

Michael Brown
michael.brown@hydrogeneast.uk
07480 213108

mail@hydrogeneast.uk
@HydrogenEast

Roads (1)
Map of the proposed New Anglia clean transport network

• Initial baseline road
network
• Addition of increasingly
granular detail and
dynamism

• The next few slides will
look at some of the
datasets that we are
starting to analyse and
layer up

Roads (2)
• Current hydrogen and
biomethane refuelling
skeletal
• Important to keep
aware of consumer
behaviour and
preferences
• Strategic and
accessible refuelling
sites will need to be
identified

Roads (2)
• Current hydrogen and
biomethane refuelling
skeletal
• Important to keep
aware of consumer
behaviour and
preferences
• Strategic and
accessible refuelling
sites will need to be
identified

Roads (3)
• Using existing data to identify ‘hotspots’
• Petrol station, traffic flow and EV data can highlight ideal refuelling locations

Roads (3)
• Using existing data to identify ‘hotspots’
• Petrol station, traffic flow and EV data can highlight ideal refuelling locations

Roads (3)
• Using existing data to identify ‘hotspots’
• Petrol station, traffic flow and EV data can highlight ideal refuelling locations

Diverse sectors
• Multiple sectors offering a diverse demand base
• All must be considered as part of a New Anglia Clean Transport Hub

Layering up

Roads
Railways

Broads
Farms

Ports
Car parks
P&R

Traffic flow

Hydrogen at scale
Creating hydrogen clusters across the UK
Mark Griffin
Market Development Manager for Hydrogen

mark-griffin-68247219

Agenda
1. UK hydrogen refueling landscape
2. Hydrogen vehicle options

3. Producing hydrogen with renewable energy
4. Hydrogen at scale

5. What does a solution look like and what can be done?
6. Why hydrogen at scale?

UK hydrogen refueling landscape
Current situation
16 hydrogen
refueling station
in the UK

– Focus cluster in London around M25

– ITM Power plan 3 new stations by end of 2021
– Increased presence across UK e.g. Derby, Birmingham and Aberdeen
– Plans to widen hydrogen refuelling infrastructure supporting net zero targets

Three main
types of
refueling
stations

– Small stand alone stations
– Part of a public access Shell refueling station

– Back-to-base bus refueling station.

– UK’s largest hydrogen refueling station owned and managed by BOC
Kittybrewster
hydrogen
– 99.5% reliability and no failed refuels
refueling station,
– Produces 360kg of hydrogen
Aberdeen
– Green hydrogen on site via electrolysis powered by renewable energy
– Recently upgraded by BOC to include 350bar van and 700bar car refuelling.
10/27/2020

Hydrogen vehicles
options

Producing hydrogen with
renewable energy

Hydrogen at scale
Green Hydrogen
production

Green Hydrogen
Use

Green Hydrogen
Distribution
Page 38

Hydrogen refueling station
Zero emission local authority
fleets

Hydrogen hub
Shared facility delivering
economies of scale

Hydrogen cluster
Regional net zero transport
operations

Why hydrogen at scale

Driving down
CO2 emissions

Enabling the transition to Clean
Hydrogen

Hydrogen East

Charlotte Farmer
charlotte.farmer@hydrogeneast.uk
07748 646885

mail@hydrogeneast.uk
@HydrogenEast

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub
• Identify and encourage common ambitions across various regional bodies

• Navigate overlapping jurisdictions to create a cohesive strategy
• Build a scope that offers maximum economic and environmental value to Norfolk and
Suffolk residents

Norfolk and
Suffolk Local
Transport Plans

New Anglia LEP
Integrated
Transport
Strategy

County/District/
Borough/City
Council objectives

Greater South
East Energy
Hub plans

Transport East
Transport
Strategy

DfT
Decarbonising
Transport
Strategy

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub
S
t
a
k
e
h
o
l
d
e
r
s

Road

Shipping

Rail

Agriculture

Municipal services

Government departments
Health and Safety Executive
Local Enterprise Partnerships

County, district, borough and city councils
Highways England

Port owners and
operators

Network Rail

Farmers and estate
owners

Third-party service
providers

Refuelling
infrastructure
developers

Shipping companies
and ferry operators

Rail franchise holders

Fuel delivery
providers

Vehicle manufacturers

Bus and coach
operators

Offshore construction
providers

Technology providers
for hydrogen trains

Fertiliser producers

Vehicle depots

Haulage fleet
owners/operators

Industrial loads near
ports

Vehicle manufacturers

Vehicle leasing
providers

Corporate HGV fleets

Infrastructure for
onward travel

Agricultural vehicle
dealerships

Vehicle manufacturers

Ship manufacturers /
conversion engineers

Funding a clean transport hub
• Funding will need to be secured across a range
of stakeholders, with local authorities and
enterprise partnerships supplementing national
funding opportunities
• Private investment from individuals and
businesses will also be required, and we will
need to build compelling businesses cases to
draw this investment forward
• We expect that the wider transport hub and the
component projects will be eligible for a range
of government innovation and decarbonisation
competitions. Exploring such opportunities will
form an early part of our project work

Local
Authorities

Private
investment

LEPs

BEIS/DfT

Catapult /
Innovation
funding

New Anglia Clean Transport Hub
• We want to engage with local
authorities, private sector service
providers and supply chain
companies from the very outset

• Steering committee to be in
place by the end of the year, let
us know if you’re interested in
participating

• The main stakeholder group will take a wholesystem approach and keep an overview of project
developments
• Specific placed-based project groups will then
emerge to address specific sub-sectors or locations

• These groups would ideally comprise of:
• Four or more council officers to act as liaison with
other local transport improvement workstreams
• Representatives from relevant trade organisations
• Rail representatives
• Port representatives
• Bus representatives
• Haulage / fleet representatives
• Refuelling station developers

Your questions answered

Hydrogen East

Nigel Cornwall
nigel.cornwall@newangliaenergy.uk
07900092524

@HydrogenEast

What next….
Once the project begins in earnest, we have some big questions to answer…
• Identifying the most appropriate
use cases
• What journey types would suit early
adoption?

• Where is the most obvious
existing demand? Where are the
best potential clusters?
• What are the synergies from
development alongside
biomethane and biogas?

• What supporting infrastructure
would be required, and where
should it be situated?
• Over what timeframes could we
expect different aspects of the
clean transport hub to develop?
• Cost comparisons between
alternative decarbonisation
options

How will the project develop?
• Explore funding options
• Deepen our analysis
• Identify low-hanging fruit
• Establish project team and
delivery team
• Co-ordinate with plans already
being scoped/implemented by
local stakeholders
• Start small and replicate
• Maintain regular stakeholder
engagement

Hydrogen East
• Website:
https://hydrogeneast.uk
• Email:
mail@hydrogeneast.uk
• Twitter:
@HydrogenEast

Nigel Cornwall

Johnathan Reynolds

Michael Brown

Charlotte Farmer

Unused slides

Our active projects
Project flow – Phase 1 - Scoping
Bacton/SNS2.0 Hub
November
2020

Stage 1
– Mapping

Clean Transport Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Sizewell-Leiston Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

December
2021

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Combined recommendations and indicative pathway

Bacton/SNS2.0 Hub
• First phase funded: OGTC,
NALEP, ORE-Catapult,
NNDC
• Official commencement of
scoping work November
• 6-month project timespan
• Interim update in December
• Final report in April 2021

• Phase 1 covers detailed
mapping work on and
offshore, provisional
project options and
analysis of how the project
interplays with our other
workstreams

Our active projects
Project flow – Phase 1 - Scoping

• Concept launch in
February

Bacton/SNS2.0 Hub
November
2020

Stage 1
– Mapping

Clean Transport Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Sizewell-Leiston Hub
Stage 1
– Mapping

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

December
2021

Stage 2
– Issues & options
Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Sizewell/Leiston Hub 1

Stage 3
– Interactions &
implications

Combined recommendations and indicative pathway

• Official commencement of
scoping work May 2021
• 6-month project timespan
• Interim update in July 2021
• Final report in October 2021

• Phase 1 covers detailed
mapping work, provisional
project options and
analysis of how the
projects interplays with our
other workstreams

Local Authority coverage

